Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding
Needed Pics

NSTM 505-7-1 Color Code Table
Part II
24APR13
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Bleed Air Prairie (stripped green-gray/dark blue)
- Bleed Air Starting (green-gray/orange)
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Bleed Air (green-gray)
- Nitrogen (light gray)
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Oxygen (green)
- Hydrogen (chartreuse)
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Helium (buff)
- Helium/Oxygen (striped buff/green)

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Gasoline (yellow)
- Amine Dry Cleaning Fluid (Brown)
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Jacket Water/Waste Heat (striped light blue/black)
- Divers Life Support systems (various)

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Access fittings (subs) (black)
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Primary Coolant and Charging water (subs) (light blue)
- Demineralized Electronic Cooling Water (subs) (dark blue)
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

- Chilled Water (subs) (dark blue)
- Fresh water, Condensate, Feed and Distillate (subs) (dark blue)

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE

NO PHOTO AVAILABLE
Valve Hand Wheel Color Coding

• Carbon Dioxide (subs) (violet)